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Microwave surface waves supported by a tapered geometry metasurface

Elizabeth M. G. Brocka) and Alastair P. Hibbins
Electromagnetic and Acoustic Materials Group, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Exeter,
Exeter, Devon EX4 4QL, United Kingdom

(Received 30 May 2013; accepted 22 August 2013; published online 10 September 2013)

Spatial dependent reduction of a surface wave’s group velocity is demonstrated in the microwave

regime across a metasurface comprised linear array of rectangular cavities. We manipulate the

surface wave dispersion through variation in cavity width to provide a spatially dependent modal

index. The mode is slowed and trapped at different positions along the metasurface. This

“slow-light” phenomenon is observed via local electric-field and phase measurements. The latter

is shown to provide a more accurate identification of the trapping location. We discuss the

reflectivity of the mode close to this point and explore the excitation of higher order surface modes.
VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4820411]

The prospect of slowing and completely stopping light is

an attractive focus for many areas of physics1 due to the num-

ber of technological applications that would benefit from

such control. The characteristic that defines slow light is a

reduced group velocity, vg¼ dx/dk< c, where x and k are

the angular frequency and wavevector of the electromagnetic

mode, respectively, and c is the speed of light. A seminal

example of slowing light to 17 ms�1 using electromagnetic

induced transparency (EIT) has been achieved by Hau et al.2

over a very narrow bandwidth. Other methods include guid-

ing a transverse electromagnetic mode along waveguides

composed of different insulator-metal combinations or guides

with a negative–index core clad in dielectric (insulator-nega-

tive–index-insulator) design3–7 or indeed through photonic

crystal (PhC) waveguides.8–13 The total thickness of such

slow light waveguide structure is of the same scale as the

wavelength of light itself and therefore larger than the electri-

cal components required to connect to it, limiting minimum

geometric size. However, surface plasmons polaritons

(SPPs)14 have provided a route to circumnavigate this limita-

tion. SPPs are a collective excitation of free electrons at the

interface between a metal and a dielectric, oscillating longitu-

dinally and in coherence with incident visible light. They are

intrinsically slow transverse-magnetic (TM) polarised modes,

whose electromagnetic fields exponentially decay into each

bounding medium. Importantly, the mode can be manipulated

on subwavelength structures, an aspect which has recently

been exploited in slow wave devices.14–19

Strictly, any electromagnetic mode cannot be com-

pletely stopped before Ohmic losses become dominant,20 an

example of which is an SPP supported by a Drude like metal.

However, it has been shown that a somewhat analogous

mode to the SPP, with a similar dispersion, can be supported

at microwave frequencies on metals patterned with subwave-

length features.21 Such structures are known as metasurfa-

ces22 and can be described as a single layer of periodically

arranged subwavelength elements arranged in a dielectric

host which gain their electromagnetic properties from geo-

metric design and not their constituent materials. Without

such surface structure a metal would be unable to support a

confined microwave surface wave23 due to its near-perfectly

conducting24 nature in this frequency regime.

The collective resonant frequency of these metallic ele-

ments is synonymous with the surface plasma frequency of

the aforementioned case because it is this limiting frequency,

below which the necessary boundary condition (inductive

surface impedance25) is induced for TM-polarised surface

waves to be supported. At frequencies much lower than this

limit, the surface wave is photon-like; however, on approach

to this limiting frequency it becomes highly localised to the

metasurface, and its group velocity reduces to zero.26 Such

behaviour has been experimentally demonstrated on meta-

surfaces for a range of geometries, including open-ended

grooves,26 holes,27,28 and Sievenpiper mushrooms.29

In this study, we experimentally demonstrate the spatial

separation of frequency components associated with a micro-

wave surface wave supported on a tapered metasurface. This

slow-wave structure is composed of a linear array of constant

depth, closed-sided air-filled rectangular cavities obtruding

from a planar metal sheet. Two samples of this description

are fabricated with their lateral widths tapering from LStart to

LFinish (where LStart� LFinish), the dimensions of which are

schematically depicted in Fig. 1. By increasing the lateral

width of each cavity as a function of distance from the point

of excitation, we modify the dispersion of the surface wave

by lowering its limiting frequency. In this way, frequency

components of the surface wave are slowed (due to an

increase of their modal index, n¼ c/vg) and consequently

trapped so that they cease to propagate further along the

array. We demonstrate that local electric-field observations

alone are not sufficient to determine the trapping point of the

mode; however, utilisation of the local phase provides a

more accurate method to probe this condition.

A vertically orientated antenna (2.5 mm of unshielded

core) provides near-field excitation of the surface wave. It is

attached to port 1 of a vector network analyser (VNA) via a

coaxial cable and is driven between the frequencies of

8–40 GHz. The probe remains in a static position throughout

the experiment at x¼�289 mm, y¼ 0 mm (mid-width of the

array), and height z¼ 0.25 mm (above the obtruding metallic

cavities). A second identical probe is also positioned at the

same coordinates in y and z but is scanned along the lengtha)emgb202@ex.ac.uk
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of the array (x) via operation of a computer controlled motor-

ised stage. The local electric field amplitude and phase of the

surface wave are detected via connection of this second

probe to port 2 of the VNA.

In order to fully understand the slow light phenomenon

associated with the surface wave excited on tapered samples

A and B, it is first useful to study the dispersion of surface

modes associated with one-dimensional periodic array of

rectangular cavities with uniform widths (Fig. 2). Consider,

for example, the regions defined by x 2 [�297, 0] and x 2
[200, 285.25] (in units of mm) along sample A, which have a

lateral width (L) of 1.6 and 48.5 mm, respectively. In both of

these regions the width is constant, and hence the modal

index (n) of the supported surface wave is dependent on fre-

quency only. The surface mode dispersion is asymptotic to a

frequency, to a first approximation, dictated by the lowest

order Fabry-Perot resonance of the transverse electric (TE01)

waveguide mode supported in the cavity.27,30–32 The exact

limiting frequency is numerically determined via finite

element method (FEM33) modelling for arrays of constant

width L¼ 1.6 mm, 16.8 mm, and 48.5 mm to be 84.6 GHz,

20.0 GHz, and 16.4 GHz, respectively (Fig. 2), i.e., we would

expect the 20 GHz component of the surface mode to have

vg¼ 0 and be trapped when L¼ 16.8 mm.

Far below each limiting frequency, the surface mode is

photon-like (i.e., lies close to light line), with a modal index

n� 1. However, the surface mode supported by the tapered

array propagates from the narrow width region (higher limit-

ing frequency) to the wider width region (lower limiting fre-

quency). Therefore the modal index is dependent on both

frequency and x-position along the sample. Consequently,

frequency components of the surface wave between these

limits will be spectrally separated and prevented from propa-

gating further with the highest frequencies being slowed and

trapped closest to the start of the taper. Further to this, we

consider two samples with different gradients of taper

(DL/Dx) and contrast the reflection of the surface mode in

each case.

Fig. 3 illustrates measurements of local amplitude and

phase of the electric field as a function of position in x along

samples A and B at 20, 25, and 30 GHz. Note that the VNA

measures local phase by sampling the fields of the detected

surface wave and excitation source. By comparing these val-

ues a local phase difference is obtained, limited to the range

p to �p radians, which is periodic in x and indicative of the

surface mode wavelength kSW¼ k0/n, where k0 is the excita-

tion wavelength.

Consider the global peak in the field amplitude data at

x¼ 43 mm for sample A, and x¼ 77 mm for sample B (Figs.

3(a) and 3(b)). These peaks are indicative of an increase in

the energy density of the surface mode associated with a

reduction in its group velocity as the sample is traversed.

Naively, these peaks may be viewed as an indication of the

positions along the array at which the surface mode is

trapped,34 after which it is no longer supported. However, it

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of samples A (top) and B (bottom) as viewed from above (white regions detailing internal structure are for illustrative purposed only).

On both samples the tapering begins at x¼ 0 with lateral width LStart¼ 1.6 mm. The taper ends with LFinish¼ 48.5 mm at x¼ 200 mm for sample A, and

x¼ 399 mm for sample B with LFinish¼ 50 mm. The position of the coaxial probe providing near field excitation is also shown. Microwave foam absorber is

used to prevent reflections at each end (x¼�297 mm and x¼ 286 mm) of samples A and B. The small grey arrows indicate the x-position on the sample, where

L¼ 16.8 mm. (b) A schematic illustration of a unit cell of the samples, where L is the lateral width of the cavities, the cavity height h¼ 3.75 mm, wall thickness

t¼ 0.1 mm, periodicity a¼ 1.59 mm, and cavity width w¼ a/2. (c) An photograph of a small section of the sample as viewed from above; the position of the

white arrow indicates where y¼ 0 along the x-direction.

FIG. 2. Predicted dispersion of surface wave supported by a linear array of

identical cavities of height h¼ 3.75 mm, periodicity a¼ 1.59 mm, and cavity

width w¼ a/2 in instances of L¼ 1.6, 16.8, and 48.5 mm. Inset: predicted

modal index of the supported wave at different lateral widths L for

20.0 GHz. These predictions have been obtained via FEM modelling33 to

find the eigenmodes of a unit cell of the structure bounded by phase-linked

periodic boundary conditions (xz-planes) to set kx. Since the modes of inter-

est are TM polarised, and the unit cell is infinite in the y-direction, perfect-

magnetic boundary conditions are utilised on yz-planes to limit the unit cell

dimension. The model geometry is bounded 45 mm above the metasurface

by a free space boundary. The predictions of modal index, n¼ c/vg.
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should be remembered that the increase in the modal index

(and propagation constant, kx) is accompanied by a reduction

in the decay length (/1/kz) of the mode above the surface, in

order to conserve momentum. It is therefore clear that any

measurement of the field magnitude at a fixed height above

the sample (0.25 mm in our case) will be unable to accurately

probe the exact trapping location of a surface wave. After

this peak, the locally measured field amplitude gradually

falls to zero, indicative that the mode eventually ceases to

propagate20,34,35 due to a combination of Bragg diffraction

from the periodicity of the array and dissipative loss into the

metal. Subsequently, the exact trapping location of the sur-

face wave is ambiguous as this zero condition occurs at

some distance after the field peak. However, by measuring

the local phase of the surface wave, this condition can be

more accurately observed and commented upon, as can the

increasing modal index of the surface wave on approach to

this location.

It is clear from the periodicity of the oscillation in the

phase data in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) that kSW has a value that is

associated with the free space wavelength (k0¼ 15 mm at

20 GHz) at x¼ 0, where L¼ LStart¼ 1.6 mm (Fig. 3(d)) and

the mode is photon-like (Fig. 2). Beyond this position, kSW

gradually decreases (n increases) until some minimum value

is reached. This recorded minimum occurs at x¼ 70 mm and

135 mm on samples A and B, respectively (Figs. 3(a), 3(b),

and 3(e)). While the measured amplitude of the surface wave

fields also reduce to the noise floor at a similar position (i.e.,

propagation of the mode is forbidden), the phase data are

more resilient at low signal levels and is less sensitive to var-

iations in the background signal level. The phase information

can, therefore, be used to pinpoint the trapping location of

the surface mode more precisely.

Note that on approach to the trapping location modal

index increases (Fig. 3(f)) but is limited by the Brillouin

zone boundary because the surface wave wavelength

becomes comparable to the pitch of the supporting structure

(Fig. 3(a)). At this condition the surface wave is subject to

Bragg reflections due to this photonic effect. In addition, our

probe is no longer able to spatially resolve the phase in this

limit due to its finite scattering cross section, and the phase

does not reach 6p. The observant reader will note that, after

this position, the periodicity of the phase data recovers its

free space value, a subject addressed in due course.

Also apparent in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) is that the trapping

position occurs at a distance along the sample beyond that

which we would expect from our previous numerical model-

ling. Experimentally (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) we observe this to

occur at x¼ 70 mm and x¼ 135 mm along samples A and B,

respectively, for the 20 GHz component of the surface wave.

In both cases, the trapping position corresponds to a lateral

cavity width of L¼ 18.0 mm. However, numerical predic-

tions of the limiting frequency (inset of Fig. 2) suggest that

this limit should occur on a region of the waveguide corre-

sponding to L¼ 16.8 mm. Additional modelling (not shown)

suggests that while there is a small extension of the local

field amplitude due to near field coupling between the detect-

ing probe and the propagating surface wave, it is too small a

FIG. 3. Experimental observations of

local field amplitude and phase of the

surface wave at fixed frequencies as a

function of distance x along samples A

and B. Vertical black dashed line indi-

cates the position of the start of the

taper (L¼LStart). (a) Measurement at

20.0 GHz; doted-dashed line indicates

the x-position of L¼ 16.8 mm

along sample A where, for a one-

dimensional array of fixed width

cavities, 20.0 GHz is the limiting fre-

quency. This position is indicated by

the grey arrow in Fig. 1. (b) is the

same for sample B. (c) Measurement at

25 and 30 GHz of the mode supported

by sample B. (d), (e) Closer inspection

of (b), highlighting the periodicity of

oscillation in recorded phase corre-

sponding to surface wave wavelength

(kSW) supported on two regions in x
along sample B at 20 GHz. (f)

Experimentally derived modal index as

a function of distance along samples A

and B at 20 GHz illustrating an

increasing mode index (decreasing

group velocity) with reduction of the

asymptotic frequency. For both sam-

ples the surface mode is supported at

20 GHz until the width of the support-

ing structure becomes L¼ 18.0 mm.

Thin vertical black lines on the lower

part of (a) indicate the spatial extent of

the pitch.
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contribution to completely account for this discrepancy.

Therefore we propose that this discrepancy is associated

with the intrinsic width of the mode itself. This conclusion is

supported by the observation that the spatial separation of

cavities corresponding to L¼ 16.8 mm and L¼ 18.0 mm is

different for the two tapered samples. The finite width of the

mode can be attributed to radiative decay channels (scatter-

ing of the mode out of the surface due to mode shape mis-

match, Bragg reflection and coupling to the probe) and loss

due to Ohmic heating of the metal.

Consider next the oscillations in the local field ampli-

tude data (Fig. 3). They arise from a forward propagating

surface wave mixing with a reflected mode, to produce an

oscillation with period of kSW/2. This reflection is due to

Bragg reflection and also a mismatch in the overlap of the

fields of the surface wave, which is more significant for the

shorter taper with a larger gradient (DL/Dx). The amplitude

of these oscillations is indicative of the strength of reflection

experienced by the surface mode.20 Therefore by inspection

of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) it is clear that a 20 GHz surface wave

supported by sample A experiences a reflection amplitude

that is over twice that of a surface wave supported by sample

B. This is unsurprising as the rate of change of limiting fre-

quency and modal index in sample A occurs spatially at

more than twice the rate of sample B.

Now inspect the local field amplitude and phase of the

surface wave after the trapping point is observed (Fig. 3).

Quite unexpectedly, the spatial periodicity of the oscillations

in the phase recovers their free space value (n¼ 1) whereas

we would expect there to be no data beyond this point since

the forward propagation of the fundamental mode is forbid-

den. Fig. 4(a) shows an experimental field plot in the xy-

plane just above the top of the cavities and clearly illustrates

that there exists a mode further along the array (Fig. 4(b))

with higher quantisation in lateral width (three antinodes).

This is a surface wave associated with the lowest order

Fabry Perot resonance of the TE03 waveguide mode in the

cavities,36 with a limiting frequency greater than that of the

original TE01 mode. It is excited by fields scattered into free

space at the original trapping point (Fig. 4(c)), and therefore

both the fundamental and the higher order surface mode of

the array can be observed at the same fixed frequency. It

should be noted that this multimodal excitation requires the

symmetry of the modal fields to match that of the sample,

and therefore surface modes associated with even lateral-

quantisations of the waveguide mode (e.g., TE02) cannot be

excited. The excitation of the surface wave associated with

the TE05 waveguide is also apparent from inspection of the

amplitude data from sample A in Fig. 4(b) at x¼ 163 mm.

In conclusion, the spatial dependence of the group ve-

locity associated with a microwave surface wave supported

across a metasurface with a graded geometry is studied. The

metasurface consists of an array of closed-sided rectangular

cavities obtruding from a ground plane whose lateral widths

are increased as a function of distance from the point of exci-

tation. This variation in cavity width results in a spatially de-

pendent modal index. Subsequently, frequency components

of the surface wave are slowed and trapped at different posi-

tions along the tapered metasurface. The trapping position

and the behaviour of the supported mode approaching this

location have been experimentally observed with both local

field amplitude and phase data. Four notable aspects of this

data have been discussed. Primarily, the phase of the

electric-field data provides a more accurate identification of

the trapping location compared to amplitude measurements

alone. Second, the exact stopping location of the surface

wave does not correspond with numerical predictions

obtained for a fixed-width one-dimensional array of cavities.

Third, the oscillations observed in the local amplitude of the

surface wave provide insight into the magnitude of reflection

experienced by the surface mode close to this point. The ori-

gin of the reflection mechanism is considered. Finally, higher

order lateral quantisations of the surface mode have been

experimentally observed excited by scatter of the fundamen-

tal mode from the trapping point.
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